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Abstract. Uncertainty estimation in deep learning becomes more im-
portant recently. A deep learning model can’t be applied in real applica-
tions if we don’t know whether the model is certain about the decision
or not. Some literature proposes the Bayesian neural network which can
estimate the uncertainty by Monte Carlo Dropout (MC dropout). How-
ever, MC dropout needs to forward the model N times which results in N
times slower. For real-time applications such as a self-driving car system,
which needs to obtain the prediction and the uncertainty as fast as pos-
sible, so that MC dropout becomes impractical. In this work, we propose
the region-based temporal aggregation (RTA) method which leverages
the temporal information in videos to simulate the sampling procedure.
Our RTA method with Tiramisu backbone is 10x faster than the MC
dropout with Tiramisu backbone (N = 5). Furthermore, the uncertainty
estimation obtained by our RTA method is comparable to MC dropout’s
uncertainty estimation on pixel-level and frame-level metrics.
Keywords: Uncertainty, Segmentation, Video, Efficient
1 Introduction
Nowadays, deep learning has become a powerful tool in various applications.
The uncertainty estimation in deep learning has got more attention as well.
Some applications need not only the prediction of the model but also the con-
fidence of this prediction. For instance, in the biomedical field, the confidence
of cancer diagnosis is essential for doctors to make the decision. For self-driving
car system to avoid accidents, the model should know what situation haven’t
seen before and then return to human control. There are some methods of un-
certainty estimation [20,11,2] for deep learning have been proposed, but most of
them need to sample several times, which is harmful to real-time applications.
Slow inference of uncertainty estimation is an important issue before applying
on real-time applications.
In general, neural networks can only generate prediction instead of uncer-
tainty. Lack of uncertainty estimation is a shortcoming of neural networks.
Bayesian neural networks [25,7] solve this problem by modeling the posterior
of networks weights. But they often increase computation cost and the number
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Fig. 1: Comparison of MC dropout and TA-MC/RTA-MC dropout. Left: MC dropout
samples N times for every frame, which cause N times slower. Right: TA-MC/RTA-MC
dropout aggregates previous output into final prediction and uncertainty. For every
frame, TA-MC/RTA-MC dropout only needs to calculate segmentation model and
optical flow once.
of model parameters. Recently, Gal et al.[10] propose dropout as an approx-
imation technique without increasing parameters which is easy to implement
called MC dropout. Though MC dropout is useful and powerful, the inference
is very slow because it needs to perform N (e.g., N = 50) stochastic forward
pass through the network and average the results to obtain the prediction and
uncertainty. Therefore, our work proposed utilizing video’s temporal information
to speed up the inference and also maintain the performance.
For video segmentation, we can make good use of the temporal informa-
tion based on the properties of video continuity. We propose two main methods
called temporal aggregation (TA) and region-based temporal aggrega-
tion (RTA). For static objects in videos, calculating the average output of N
consecutive frames has the same effect as utilizing MC dropout with N samples.
Hence, we propose TA method that approximates the sampling procedure of MC
dropout by calculating the moving average of the outputs in consecutive frames
(see Fig. 1). To obtain the correct aggregation for moving objects in videos, we
utilize optical flow to catch the flow of each pixel in the frame and aggregate
each pixel’s output depending on the flow. This TA method can also be used
to calculate any kinds of uncertainty estimation function, i.e, Entropy, Bald. In
this way, we can speed up MC dropout 10 times. The specific speed up rate
is depend on backbone model. For larger backbone, our method can speed up
even more. Furthermore, we designed RTA based on TA. For some objects with
large displacements in videos, the large shift of pixels might result in poor flow
estimation and lead to wrong prediction and uncertainty estimation. Thus, RTA
can dynamically assign multiplying factor, which is used to decide the weight of
incoming data, depending on the reconstruction error for every pixel. For pixels
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that have large reconstruction error, we shall assign higher multiplying factor so
that they will rely more on themselves rather than the previous prediction. With
the benefits of RTA, we can get better prediction and uncertainty estimation.
In this paper, we mainly contribute three points:
– We propose temporal aggregation (TA) method to solve the slow speed
problem of MC dropout. We speed up more than 10 times comparing with
MC dropout.
– We propose region-based temporal aggregation (RTA) method to fur-
ther improve the performance of TA by considering the flow accuracy. With
our RTA method, we get comparable accuracy in video segmentation on
CamVid dataset with only less than 2% drop on mean IoU metric.
– We obtain nice uncertainty estimation which is evaluated in pixel-level and
frame-level metric. Our uncertainty estimation even outperforms MC dropout
on frame-level metrics.
2 Related Work
First, We will introduce uncertainty estimation methods in Sec. 2.1. Next, some
important segmentation models will be mentioned in Sec. 2.2. Finally, we intro-
duce some works leverage the temporal information in the video.
2.1 Uncertainty Estimation
Uncertainty is an important issue for some current decision-making tasks, i.e.,
self-driving car, drone, robotics. We can just blindly assume that the prediction
of the model is accurate but sometimes the truth is not. To really understand
what a model doesn’t know is a critical issue nowadays. It helps us to know how
much we can trust the prediction of the model. However, the majority of the
segmentation works cannot generate a probabilistic output with a measure of
model uncertainty.
Bayesian neural networks [25,7] is a well-known method that model uncer-
tainty in neural networks. They turn deep learning model into a probabilistic
model by learning the distribution over networks weights. Bayesian neural net-
work’s prediction is hard to obtain. Variational inference [12] is often used to
approximate the posterior of the model. Blundell et al. [2] model a Gaussian dis-
tribution over weights in the neural networks rather than having a single fixed
value, however, each weight should contain mean and variance to represent a
Gaussian distribution that doubles the number of parameters. Recently, Gal et
al. [10,11,20] use dropout as an approximation of variational inference. When
testing time, they keep dropping neurons, which can be interpreted as adding a
Bernoulli distribution over the weights. This technique called MC dropout that
has been successfully used in camera relocalisation [21] and segmentation [20].
However, it still needs to sample model many times to estimate uncertainty. In
this work, we propose leveraging video temporal information to speed up the
MC dropout sampling process.
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2.2 Semantic Segmentation
Semantic image segmentation that uses convolutional neural networks has achieved
several breakthroughs in recent years. It is a pixel-wise labeling task that classi-
fies every pixel into defined class. Long et al. [24], popularize CNN architectures
for dense predictions without any fully connected layers. This method allowed
segmentation maps to be generated for an image of any size and was also much
faster compared to the patch classification approach. Ronneberger et al. [30] pro-
pose U-net, which is an encoder-decoder architecture that focuses on improving
more accurate boundaries. Howard et al.[15] combined the ideas of MobileNets
Depthwise Separable Convolutions with UNet to build a high speed, low param-
eter Semantic Segmentation model. PSP-Net [34] uses ResNet as the backbone
and utilizes global information from pyramid layers to provide more accurate
semantics. DeepLab [5] replaced fully connected CRF(conditional random field)
to the last layer of CNN for improving the performance. In this work, we select
Bayesian SegNet [1] and Tiramusi [18] to demonstrate our idea. Both methods
are encoder-decoder architecture. Tiramisu is the state-of-the-art of CamVid
dataset.
2.3 Leverage Temporal Information
Previously, some works make use of superpixels [4,13] , patches [8,29], object
proposal [28], optical flow [17,27] as temporal information to reduce the com-
putational complexity. Furthermore, video segmentation has gained significant
improvement based on temporal information. Among all these temporal infor-
mation, the most recent works heavily rely on optical flow. Srivastava et al.[33]
use the image in one stream, and optical flow in the other stream to recognize
actions in the video. Simonyan et al.[32] simultaneously predict pixel-wise ob-
ject segmentation and optical flow in videos. Cheng et al.[6] emphasize temporal
information at the frame level instead of the final box level to improve detection
accuracy. To enhance the reference feature map, they utilize optical flow net-
work the work of Zhu et al.[35] to estimate the motions between nearby frames
and the reference frame. They then aggregate feature maps warping from nearby
frames to the reference frame according to the flow motion. Briefly speaking, all
these works utilize optical flow appropriately in video tasks. To the best of our
knowledge, we are the first work that uses optical flow as temporal information
to speed up uncertainty estimation.
3 Method
We first give a brief introduction of Bayesian neural networks with Monte Carlo
dropout (MC) in Sec. 3.1. Next, we introduce our temporal aggregation Monte
Carlo dropout (TA-MC) in Sec. 3.2. Finally, we propose a region-based temporal
aggregation Monte Carlo dropout (RTA-MC) which can further improve both
the accuracy and uncertainty estimation in Sec. 3.3.
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3.1 Preliminary: Bayesian Neural Network with MC dropout
Bayesian neural networks are probabilistic models that do not learn a set of
deterministic parameters but a distribution over those parameters. It aims to
learn the posterior distribution of the neural network’s weights W given training
data X and Y .
The posterior distribution, which is denoted as p (W |X,Y ), usually cannot
be evaluated analytically. Variational inference is often used to approximate
the posterior distribution. Given an approximating distribution over the net-
work’s weights, q (W ), we minimize the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence be-
tween p (W |X,Y ) and q (W ).
KL (q (W ) ‖ p (W |X,Y )) (1)
Dropout variational inference is a useful technique for approximating posterior
distribution. Dropout can be viewed as using the Bernoulli distribution as the
approximation distribution q (W ). At testing time, the prediction can be approx-
imated by sampling model N times which is referred as Monte Carlo dropout
(MC).
p (y∗|x∗, X, Y ) ≈ 1
N
N∑
n=1
p (y∗|x∗, ωˆn) (2)
The uncertainty of the classification can be obtained by several functions:
(a) Entropy [31]:
H [y|x,X, Y ] = −
∑
c
p (y = c|x,X, Y ) log p (y = c|x,X, Y ) (3)
(b) BALD [14]:
I [y, ω|x,X, Y ] = H [y|x,X, Y ]− Ep(ω|X,Y ) [H [y|x, ω]] (4)
(c) Variation ratio [9]:
variation-ratio [x] = 1−max
y
p (y|x,X, Y ) (5)
(d) Mean standard deviation (Mean STD) [19,20]:
σc =
√
Eq(ω)
[
p (y = c|x, ω)2
]
− Eq(ω) [p (y = c|x, ω)]2 (6)
σ (x) =
1
c
∑
c
σc (7)
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Fig. 2: The process of our temporal aggregation MC dropout (TA-MC) for video seg-
mentation. Every time step Bayesian segmentation model sample one output and cal-
culate optical flow. To average the incoming output, we warp the previous prediction
depend on optical flow. Final prediction is weighted sum with multiplying factor α.
Bayesian neural networks with MC dropout can obtain better performance
and uncertainty estimation. However, it requires to sample N times (e.g., N =
50) for predicting each image, which is N times slower than the original network.
For real-time applications such as self-driving cars, which needs to obtain the
prediction and uncertainty estimation as fast as possible, so that MC dropout
becomes impractical. In this work, we propose temporal aggregation MC dropout
to speed up the MC dropout process.
3.2 Temporal Aggregation MC Dropout (TA-MC)
Our temporal aggregation MC dropout (TA-MC) method utilizes the temporal
property in videos. Since a video contains consecutive frames, same objects may
appear in many different frames and thus will be forwarded by the Bayesian
model repeatedly. If a video contains static frames (i.e., a static scene observed
by a static camera), the average output of N consecutive frames is the same as
MC dropout with N samples. For video segmentation, though the frames are
not static (i.e., the objects in the scene and the camera are both moving), the
consecutive frames are still similar. The objects are often shifted slightly in the
next frame. Hence, by warping each pixel to the new position in the next frame,
we can aggregate the outputs of the pixels in consecutive frames correctly.
Notations. Given a video V = {I1, I2, ..., It, ..., IT } where It is the tth frame
and T is the length of the video, the outputs of the Bayesian neural network are
denoted as O = {O1, O2, ..., Ot, ..., OT }. Note that O are the outputs without
MC sampling, which means each frame is forwarded by Bayesian model (with
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Fig. 3: Region-based temporal aggregation (RTA). We design a step function to acquire
dynamic multiplying factor α for improving the TA method. For regions that have
wrong optical flow estimation (i.e., the reconstruction error is greater than a threshold
λ), we use a larger multiplying factor to let the pixels rely more on itself rather than
the previous predictions. See more detailed in Sec. 3.3.
dropout) for only one time. To get the aggregated predictions, we calculate the
optical flow between consecutive frames F = {F1→2, F2→3, ..., FT−1→T } where
Ft→t+1 indicates the optical flow from frame It to frame It+1.
Aggregated Prediction. The prediction Pt for each frame It is obtained by
calculating the weighted moving average of the outputs O1:t = {O1, O2, ..., Ot}:
Pt =
{
Ot if t = 1,
Ot × α+W (Pt−1, Ft−1→t)× (1− α) otherwise,
(8)
where W (·) is a pixel-wise warping function that moves the input values (e.g.,
Pt−1) to their new positions depending on the given optical flow (e.g., Ft−1).
The output of W (·) has the same dimension as the input. α is a multiplying
factor which decides the weights of the incoming data and previous data. The
whole system of our TA-MC dropout for video segmentation is shown in Fig. 2.
Uncertainty Estimation. Our temporal aggregation method can be used to
calculate any kinds of uncertainty estimation mentioned in Sec. 3.1. For entropy
and variation ratio, the uncertainty can be simply derived from aggregated pre-
diction Pt, while BALD and Mean STD encounter other expectation that needed
to be aggregated. BALD needs to aggregate Ep(ω|X,Y ) [H [y|x, ω]] and Mean STD
needs to aggregate Eq(ω) [p (y = c|x, ω)]2.
3.3 Region-Based Temporal Aggregation MC Dropout (RTA-MC)
Our TA-MC dropout works for most of the case; however, when the optical flow
estimation is wrong, it will cause the uncertainty estimation inaccurate. For some
regions that contain fast moving objects or occlusion, the optical flow may not
be accurate. Bad flow estimation results in calculating moving average on the
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wrong patch and thus getting wrong prediction and uncertainty for those pixels.
To solve this problem, we propose the region-based temporal aggregation (RTA)
that can dynamically assign different multiplying factor (α in Eq. 8) for every
pixel depending on its reconstruction error.
The reconstruction error E of warping It−1 to It is derived from the pixel-wise
difference of the warped frame W (It−1, Ft−1→t) and It.
E = |It −W (It−1, Ft−1→t) |. (9)
where E is a matrix contains pixel-wise reconstruction error and Eij ∈ [0, 255].
For a pixel that has large reconstruction error, we will give it a higher multiply-
ing factor αerr since the optical flow may be inaccurate and thus the prediction
should rely more on itself rather than the previous predictions. We design a
decision function A (E) that decides α for every pixel depending on the recon-
struction error (see Fig. 3).
αij = A (Eij) =
{
αacc if Eij ≤ λ,
αerr otherwise,
α = {αij}ij
(10)
where αij is the multiplying factor for the pixel in position (i, j). A(·) is a step
function with a threshold λ which is a hyper-parameter deciding whether the
optical flow has bad estimation or not. αacc and αerror are also hyper-parameters
which indicate the multiplying factor for good flow estimation and bad flow
estimation, respectively. αerr should be higher than αacc (e.g., αacc = 0.2 and
αerr = 0.7). Then, we simply replace α in Eq. 8 with α in Eq. 10 to obtain
our region-based temporal aggregation MC dropout (RTA-MC). By applying
our RTA method, the mismatch aggregation will be attenuated and can further
improve the prediction and the uncertainty estimation.
4 Experiment
In this section, we describe the dataset that used for the video segmentation
in Sec. 4.1 and our implementation details in Sec. 4.2. Next, we compare our
TA-MC dropout and RTA-MC dropout with MC dropout in several different
aspects. First, in Sec. 4.3, we compare the performance of video segmentation
and the inference time. Second, in Sec. 4.4, we show that our methods can obtain
comparable uncertainty estimation.
4.1 Dataset
CamVid [3] is a road scene segmentation dataset which contains four 30Hz
videos. The frames are labeled every 1 second, and each pixel is labeled into 11
classes such as sky, building, road, car, etc. There are total 701 labeled frames
split into 367 training frames, 101 validation frames and 233 test frames. All
frames are resized to 360x480 pixels in our experiments.
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SegNet
MC (N=50)
88.9 88.7 95.0 89.0 49.4 95.8 73.5 51.4 43.3 93.2 57.0 75.0 90.6 63.7 2.00 1
SegNet
TA-MC
88.6 89.7 94.5 88.2 48.1 95.3 70.7 44.7 36.4 94.1 52.7 73.0 90.3 62.1 0.18 10.97
SegNet
RTA-MC
88.4 89.3 94.9 88.9 48.7 95.4 73.0 45.6 41.4 94.0 51.6 73.7 90.4 62.5 0.18 10.97
Tiramisu
MC (N=50)
89.7 87.2 95.6 84.9 58.4 95.1 82.5 54.1 49.6 84.6 52.3 75.8 89.8 64.0 11.72 1
Tiramisu
MC (N=5)
88.7 86.6 95.4 83.7 58.4 94.6 80.6 52.0 49.2 84.0 55.0 75.3 89.2 62.4 1.17 10.00
Tiramisu
TA-MC
90.3 87.4 94.8 84.2 55.8 94.5 79.2 51.3 40.6 85.6 46.7 73.8 89.6 62.3 0.37 31.58
Tiramisu
RTA-MC
90.1 87.1 94.9 84.1 56.7 94.7 79.2 48.1 42.2 85.4 49.8 73.9 89.5 62.4 0.37 31.58
Table 1: Performance test on CamVid dataset. Upper three rows are comparisons of
SegNet backbone; Lower four rows are comparisons of Tiramisu backbone. Both com-
parisons show that our methods can speed up more than 10x with only 1-2 percentage
drop. For fairly comparison, we reduce the Tiramisu MC sample time to N=5 to get
the same accuracy as our methods. In this situation, our methods are still 10x faster.
4.2 Implementation Details
We apply the Bayesian SegNet model [20] and Tiramisu model [18] to demon-
strate our TA and RTA method. We train both models by the same setting in
the original paper. We set α in Eq. 8 for TA-MC dropout to 0.2. For RTA-MC
dropout, we use threshold λ as 10 to determine whether the flow estimation is
wrong. Note that the reconstruction error of flow is in the range of [0, 255] and
the average error is about 2. Hence, we choose the threshold λ slightly higher
than the average error. αacc and αerr in Eq. 10 are set to 0.2 and 0.7, respec-
tively. We use FlowNet 2.0 [16] for our optical flow estimation. We implement
all methods in Pytorch [26] framework and experiment on GTX 1080 for time
measurement.
4.3 Results of Video Segmentation
We compare MC dropout with our TA-MC dropout and RTA-MC dropout on
CamVid dataset by two models. We first show the performance of the video
segmentation on several different metrics: (1) pixel-wise classification accuracy
on every class, (2) class average accuracy (class avg.), (3) overall pixel-wise
classification accuracy (global avg.), (4) mean intersection over union (mean
IoU) and (5) inference time. The results are shown in Table 1. For SegNet,
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Pixel ranking by uncertainty
Test dataset
Uncertain
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Percentage of recall pixel
Fig. 4: Explanation of the Pixel-level metric Precision-Recall curve. First, calculate
the uncertainty map of all test data. Then rank all pixels by uncertainty value. The
horExplanizontal axis is the percentage of recall pixel which means we keep how many
percentages of most certain pixels to calculate precision. The vertical axis is the mIoU.
Our TA-MC dropout can reach comparable accuracy, and the RTA-MC dropout
further improves the performance with only 1.2% drop on mean IoU metric. For
Tiramisu, our methods also can reach comparable accuracy.
In the case of comparable accuracy, our method can further speed up the
inference time. Since our methods only need to forward one time for each frame;
while MC dropout needs to sample N times. For SegNet, we can obtain almost
11 times speed up. Note that our TA-MC dropout and RTA-MC dropout can
perform the same speed as the only difference between them is the multiplying
factor (α in Eq. 8) which doesn’t affect the speed. The inference time of the
RTA-MC dropout mainly contains the inference time of the Bayesian SegNet
model and the FlowNet 2.0 model which are 0.04 seconds and 0.13 seconds,
respectively. FlowNet 2.0 model takes 70% of the whole inference time. If we
use the bigger segmentation model, we can get a better improvement in the
speed. Therefore, we use Tiramisu model which is the state-of-the-art model in
CamVid but 6x slower than SegNet to show better speed up ratio. For Tiramisu,
Our method can achieve 31x faster than MC dropout sample 50 times. To fairly
compare inference time, we reduce the MC dropout sample time to 5 times. The
accuracy becomes the same as our methods. In this case, our methods are still
10x faster than MC dropout. This table shows that in the same accuracy level,
our methods can speed up inference time 10x.
4.4 Results of Uncertainty Estimation
We evaluate the uncertainty estimation in pixel-level and frame-level metrics.
Pixel-level Metric. The pixel-level evaluation is inspired by Precision-Recall
Curve metric in [22]. This curve shows the accuracy of the remained pixels as
removing pixels with uncertainty larger than different percentile thresholds. De-
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Fig. 5: Pixel-level precision-recall curves. Left four figures are the results of SegNet
backbone. Right four figures are the results of Tiramisu backbone. We use mean IoU
as the precision metric. We show the comparison of MC dropout, TA-MC dropout
and RTA-MC dropout on four different uncertainty estimation methods. Our methods
achieve comparable results especially when using Entropy and Variation Ratio as the
uncertainty estimation functions.
tail explanation is in Fig. 4. A reliable uncertainty estimation should let the
PR-Curve monotonically decrease. We compare MC dropout and our TA and
RTA method with different uncertainty function in Fig. 5. Left four figures are
the results of SegNet backbone. Right four figures are the results of Tiramisu
backbone. All results show that as the recall percentage drop from 1 to 0.5, the
mean IoU of all methods monotonically increase which means the uncertain pix-
els is correlated to misclassified pixels. Although MC dropout has the highest
accuracy almost at all percentage, our TA-based methods are still comparable
to MC dropout. TA-MC and RTA-MC have similar results in PR-Curve, but at
the frame-level metric, RTA-MC will outperform TA-MC.
Frame-level Metric. Pixel-level metric is good to evaluate the uncertainty es-
timation. However, pixel-wise uncertainty estimation is hard to leverage in real
applications. For example, active learning system wants to find which frame is
valuable to be labeled rather than decides which pixel should be labeled. Here,
we propose frame-level uncertainty metrics to show that our uncertainty esti-
mation can work well and faster in real applications. The procedure is shown in
Fig. 6. First, frames are ranked by the error of prediction as the ground truth
ranking sequence. Then, we rank frames by the uncertainty estimation and eval-
uate the uncertainty ranking sequence by two metrics: Kendall tau [23] and
Ranking IoU. Kendall tau is a well-known ranking metric measures how the
ranking sequence is similar to the ground truth sequence. The value is bounded
in 1 (fully identical sequence) and -1 (fully different sequence). Table 2 shows
the comparison of Kendall tau by SegNet and Tiramisu backbone.Though Ta-
ble 2 shows that the highest scores appears in Mean STD and BALD, RTA-MC
outperforms MC in Entropy and Variation Ratio. It also shows that RTA-MC
improves frame-level ranking compare to TA-MC. It is attributed to the decision
function A(E) which reduces the uncertainty value of pixels with wrong flow esti-
mation which harm the frame-level uncertainty. Kendall tau compares the whole
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Error ranking
Uncertainty ranking
...
...
  1               2              3                                  N-1            N           
Correct
Error
UncertainCertain
Fig. 6: Explanation of frame-level metric. First, calculate the error rate of each test
data frame by looking at the ground truth to get the error ranking sequence. Second,
calculate the frame uncertainty of all test data to get the uncertainty ranking sequence.
Then measure the similarity between two sequences by Kendall tau and Ranking IOU.
sequence similarity, but real applications pay more attention on higher ranking
similarity than whole ranking. Therefore, we define a novel frame-level ranking
metric called Ranking IoU. Given a percentage of frame Pf to retrieve, we re-
trieve frames depend on error G (Pf ) = {g1, g2, ..., gm, ..., gM} and uncertainty
U (Pf ) = {u1, u2, ..., um, ..., uM}. The ranking IoU is:
Ranking IoU =
G (Pf ) ∩ U (Pf )
G (Pf ) ∪ U (Pf ) (11)
Larger Ranking IoU means that those frames we choose are hard to predict, so
they are valuable to be labeled. Left of the Table 3 shows the ranking IoU perfor-
mance of SegNet backbone between different methods and uncertainty functions.
We show performance in different Pf . In column Pf = 10%, TA in Variation
Ratio has 52.2% which is larger than RTA’s 47.8% about 4.4%; however, 10%
of test data only contains 23 frames so that RTA and TA actually only have 1
frame difference. For Pf = 30% which is a practical percentage for real appli-
cations, RTA outperforms other methods in all uncertainty functions. The best
score of RTA 69.6% is larger than MC dropout’s best score 66.7% about 3%,
which means our uncertainty method can more retrieve 3% of hardest frames.
For Entropy and Variation Ratio, RTA outperforms other methods in almost
all percentage. The right of the Table 3 shows the Ranking IOU of tiramisu
backbone. The results are similar to SegNet backbone that for Entropy and
Variation Ratio, RTA outperforms other methods. Table 2 and Table 3 indicate
that RTA can generate high-quality uncertainty. Fig. 7 shows the visualization
of prediction, uncertainty, and error. It shows that RTA’s uncertainty quality is
comparable to MC dropout and the large uncertainty pixels are correlated to
the misclassified pixels.
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Method Entropy Variation Ratio Mean STD BALD
SegNet MC 0.647 0.668 0.677 0.671
SegNet TA-MC 0.626 0.631 0.540 0.527
SegNet RTA-MC 0.662 0.674 0.627 0.620
Tiramisu MC 0.636 0.653 0.659 0.647
Tiramisu TA-MC 0.660 0.674 0.663 0.626
Tiramisu RTA-MC 0.664 0.678 0.635 0.612
Table 2: Comparison of Kendall tau. For both backbone, the result shows that RTA-
MC has the highest value in Entropy and Variation Ratio. For overall performance,
RTA-MC is comparable to MC dropout.
Metric Method
Percentage
10% 30% 50% 70%
Entropy
MC 47.8 59.4 72.4 85.2
TA 47.8 65.2 69.8 85.8
RTA 47.8 66.7 73.3 88.9
Variation Ratio
MC 47.8 62.3 74.1 85.2
TA 52.2 63.8 70.7 85.2
RTA 47.8 65.2 76.7 88.3
Mean STD
MC 52.2 66.7 71.6 86.4
TA 43.5 65.2 65.5 74.1
RTA 43.5 69.6 69.8 82.7
BALD
MC 47.8 66.7 71.6 87.7
TA 43.5 62.3 64.7 74.1
RTA 43.5 69.6 67.2 82.1
Metric Method
Percentage
10% 30% 50% 70%
Entropy
MC 34.8 60.9 70.7 86.4
TA 47.8 63.8 71.6 84.6
RTA 47.8 63.8 74.1 86.4
Variation Ratio
MC 34.8 60.9 74.1 86.4
TA 47.8 65.2 72.4 85.8
RTA 52.1 65.2 75.9 87.7
Mean STD
MC 30.4 63.8 76.7 86.4
TA 47.8 75.4 74.1 82.0
RTA 43.4 68.1 73.3 82.1
BALD
MC 30.4 62.3 72.4 86.4
TA 43.5 71.0 71.6 80.2
RTA 47.8 66.7 71.6 80.9
Table 3: Ranking IoU. Left table is the result of SegNet backbone. Right table is the
result of Tiramisu backbone. For retrieving 30%, 50% and 70% of frames RTA-MC
have the highest score by using Variation ratio.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we propose the region-based temporal aggregation (RTA) method
to simulate the sampling procedure of Monte Carlo (MC) dropout for video seg-
mentation. Our RTA method utilizes the temporal information from videos and
only needs to sample one time to generate the prediction and the uncertainty
for each frame. Compared to using general MC dropout, RTA can achieve sim-
ilar performance on CamVid dataset with only 1.2% drop on mean IoU metric
and incredibly speed up the inference process 10.97 times. Moreover, the un-
certainty obtained by the RTA method is also comparable on pixel-level metric
and even outperforms MC dropout on frame-level metric when using Entropy
and Variation Ratio as the uncertainty estimation function. With our faster ap-
proach, we expect to extend our method on instance segmentation task in future
work. In real-time applications, it’s more important to obtain the instance-level
uncertainty more precisely.
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Fig. 7: Results comparison on CamVid dataset(MC dropout v.s RTA-MC dropout).
The top row is the input image, with the ground truth shown in the second row. The
third row and fourth row show the segmentation prediction of MC dropout and RTA-
MC respectively. Its corresponding uncertainty map is also shown in the fifth and sixth
row where the more brighter space represents higher uncertainty. We even show the
error in the last two rows where the red space represents the wrong prediction, and the
tiffany-blue space represents correct prediction.
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